OFFICE ORDER

In line with the campaign initiated by MoEF&CC on plastic pollution and to discourage single use plastics in BMTPC, all the employees are directed to undertake following measures:

- Refuse, reduce the reuse plastic products in daily uses
- Ban on single use plastic bottles, take-away coffee cup, lunch wrapped in disposable plastic packaging, plastic bags, disposable foodservice cups, plates and containers made of polystyrene foam, plastic straws, etc. in the Office
- Use of biodegradable and other types of compostable utensils in place of plastic and bring fork, knife & spoon from home
- Encourage use of durable foldable and inexpensive reusable bag.
- Discourage plastic bottles, Have glass, steel, Clay bottles in Office

This is applicable with immediate effect.

(Dr. Shailesh Kr Agrawal)
Executive Director

To:
1. Notice Board/All Council members
2. Chief (Admin)/ Chief (Fin) for its strict compliance
3. Sh Dalip for uploading on Web site